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Abstract  

The influence of adding strontium to Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes on the photocatalytic performance 

of the resulting materials was herein studied considering changes in structural, textural, optical and 

morphological properties. Addition of strontium was performed in a 0.2-1.0 wt% range while an 

optimized fixed Cu loading of 0.5 wt% was used. TiO2 nanotubes were obtained using alkaline 

hydrothermal treatment of P25 followed by a calcination treatment at 400°C. The resulting TiNT 

material was then impregnated with copper using an incipient wetness impregnation followed by 

a new calcination at 400°C (0.5Cu-TiNT). Strontium was then added under similar impregnation-

calcination conditions. The effect of adding various amounts onto 0.5Cu-TiNT was therefore 

deeply characterized using X-ray diffraction, N2 adsorption-desorption measurements, scanning 

electron microscopy coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray analysis, Raman, UV-vis diffuse 

reflectance, X-ray photoelectron, and photoluminescence spectroscopies as well as determining 

dielectric properties.  

Results clearly emphasize that up to a Sr loading of 0.8 wt%, the addition of Sr results in in situ 

formation of Sr-O-Ti entities on the surface of 0.5Cu-TiNT. Above this threshold loading, excess 

Sr loading leads to the formation of segregated SrO species. Finally, a direct correlation was 

observed here between the optimized formation of surface Sr-O-Ti entities and an enhanced 
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photocatalytic response due to improved stabilization of photogenerated charges on 0.5Cu-TiNT 

resulting from the ferroelectric interference of neighboring SrTiO3 entities. 
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Introduction 

 

Photocatalysis is an efficient and sustainable approach generally used to degrade toxic molecules 

present in wastewater or the atmosphere [1-3]. Its use has also more recently been extended to 

energy applications (e.g., H2, C1 production) or to the transformation of renewable resources 

(selective photooxidation) [4]. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is the most used semiconductor in 

photocatalysis due to its abundance, good chemical stability, and suitable band edge potentials for 

H2 production [5-8]. However, its large band gap (3.2 eV for anatase) restrains its use to 

photoexcitation under UV illumination. Moreover, TiO2 presents a very high recombination rate 

of photogenerated carriers (electron-hole pairs) limiting its intrinsic activity. Different strategies 

have been used in enhancing the TiO2 response to photoexcitation limited by electron-hole pairs 

recombination. One approach is to modify the morphology of TiO2 nanostructures through the 

formation of 1D nanoobjects (tubes, rods, wires). This morphological approach is successful to 

enhance the photocatalytic activity under UV illumination [9-12]. Other options to limit 

recombination include the addition of other semiconductors to obtain heterojunctions [13-16] or 

the doping with cations [17-20]. Among the various candidates for TiO2 doping, copper is a 

promising choice. Copper has several oxidation states leading to different oxide species on TiO2 

photocatalysts, mainly Cu2O and CuO. This has led to controversial results about the real nature 

(CuO or Cu2O) of the copper oxide species involved in enhancing TiO2 photocatalytic properties 

[21-24].  

Improved catalytic activities have also been reported by combining TiO2 with graphene oxide, 

which can play both the roles of electron acceptor and photosensitizer [25-27]. Moreover, copper 

doping on graphene oxide with or without TiO2 was found to be an interesting option for enhanced 

photocatalytic systems. For instance, Tran et al. studied a copper oxide-reduced graphene oxide 

composite photocatalyst for hydrogen generation [28]. Similarly, Lv et al. evidenced the synergetic 
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effect between copper and graphene as cocatalysts on TiO2 for enhanced photocatalytic hydrogen 

evolution during solar water splitting [29].  

However, all these synthesis methods led to limited success in improving the photocatalytic 

activity. One way to enhance the efficiency of photocatalytic materials is to develop “assisted” 

photocatalysis processes. In this respect, charge separation can be driven by the electric field 

created in the depletion region and from the energy discontinuity at the semiconductor/electrolyte 

interface. Therefore, tuning the electronic band structure in the interfacial region appears to be a 

very effective approach to enhance charge separation efficiency. In this respect, ferroelectric 

polarization is a promising strategy to modify band structures and charge transport performances 

in heterojunction-based semiconductors. The built-in electric polarization can lead to tremendous 

free charge redistribution in adjacent semiconductors, effectively tuning the width and amplitude 

of the depletion region [30-33]. Generating locally such spontaneous polarization by the addition 

of a ferroelectric material to the photocatalyst can provide a strong opportunity to monitor the 

charge separation regardless of the synthesis limitations.  

Few attempts have been done in the literature to build devices combining ferroelectrics and 

semiconductor materials by growing the SrTiO3 phase onto TiO2 systems. Different methodologies 

were envisaged like TiO2 anodization [34] or controlled alkaline hydrothermal treatment (for rutile 

TiO2 nanowires) [31]. In situ Sr or Ba substitution was therefore performed under hydrothermal 

conditions. However, these methods suffer from a low-scale production of anodized TiO2 materials 

or the use of inappropriate low active rutile phase. TiO2 microspheres were also envisaged but 

their very large size limits the proportion of TiO2 semiconductor phase influenced by ferroelectric 

domains [35]. On the contrary, Liu et al. [36] deposited mixed TiO2 anatase and rutile phases by 

sol-gel process onto hydrothermally synthesized BaTiO3 but with limited photoelectric conversion 

efficiency and poor interfacial control. Generally, improved photocatalytic performances were 

observed without distinguishing the p-n heterojunction effects from the induced ferroelectric 

polarization effects. 

SrTiO3 offers favorable conditions for photocatalysis since its conduction band is only 200 mV 

more negative than TiO2. However, the role played by ferroelectricity was rarely considered in 

this case because SrTiO3 is generally considered paraelectric [37, 38]. This oversimplified 

statement was recently ruled out since under optical excitation, SrTiO3 becomes ferroelectric [39, 

40]. Moreover, even stress-free SrTiO3 materials have been found to present inherent ferroelectric 
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domains [41]. Consequently, the probability for photocatalytic reaction versus electron-hole 

recombination will then significantly increase [42]. Such an increase in the local electric field may 

then benefit from the morphological control of the  metal/semiconductor system through the size 

and shape of the metal particle [43, 44].  

The objective herein will be to demonstrate the interest of combining strontium titanate 

nanoparticles with Cu-doped TiO2 semiconductors (with optimized 1D morphology) to enhance 

photocatalytic processes. The first part of this work will be devoted to study the effect of the 

strontium loading onto 1D TiO2 nanotubes (NTs) doped with 0.5 wt % Cu. Physicochemical 

properties of Sr/Cu-NTs nanomaterials will then be correlated with their photocatalytic behaviors.  

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Elaboration of the Photocatalysts 

2.1.1. Elaboration of TiO2 Nanotubes 
 
Titanate nanotubes were obtained using a hydrothermal procedure under strongly alkaline 

conditions described in our previous works [9, 45, 46]. Typically, 3 g of TiO2 powder were reacted 

with 90 mL of a highly concentrated solution of NaOH (11.25 mol.L-1) in a 150 mL Teflon-line 

autoclave at 130°C for 20 h with a heating rate of 2°C/min. The obtained suspension was filtered. 

The resulting powder was then neutralized with HCl solution (0.1 mol.L-1) and washed with hot 

distilled water several times to remove sodium and chloride ions. In order to further eliminate the 

excess of sodium, a second washing with an HCl solution of higher concentration (1.0 mol.L-1) 

was carried out. The resulting hydrogenotitanate powder was then dried at 80°C for 12 h. This 

sample was named HTiNT and corresponds to a hydrogenated H2Ti2O9.H2O phase [47]. Finally, 

the HTiNT material was treated for 2 h at 400°C under air (heating ramp: 2°C/min, air flow: 10 

mL/min) to convert the hydrogenotitanate phase into TiO2 anatase. This solid was then named as 

TiNT.  

 

2.1.2. Elaboration of Sr-doped Cu-TiO2 Nanotubes 

First, TiNT materials were doped with an optimum 0.5 wt% copper amount following an incipient 

wetness impregnation method as described in [48] using Cu(NO3)2.3H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) 

as a precursor. The obtained paste was dried in an oven at 80°C for 24 h and then calcined under 

air at 400°C for 2 h (heating ramp: 2°C/min, air flow: 10 mL/min). The resulting nanomaterials 
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are named 0.5Cu-TiNT. In a second step, 0.5Cu-TiNT was doped with different amounts of 

strontium (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 wt %) using the same incipient wetness impregnation 

methodology used previously but with Sr(NO3)2 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%). Firstly, the desired 

strontium loading has been obtained by dissolving strontium nitrate in 1.0 mL aqueous solution. 

Then the strontium-containing solution is added to 1 g of 0.5Cu-TiNT catalyst. The obtained paste 

was dried in an oven at 80 °C for 24 h and then calcined under air at 400 °C for 2 h (heating ramp: 

2°C/min, air flow: 10 mL/min). Samples were then named as xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT with x the weight 

percentage of Sr used. 

 

2.2. Catalyst Characterization 

Elemental analysis of strontium and copper was performed using Plasma Atomic Emission 

Spectroscopy (Shimadzu ICPE-9820). The ICP analysis of copper and strontium was carried-out 

at wavelengths of 324.754 nm and 407.771 nm, respectively. A high-performance microwave 

procedure was carried out to achieve a shorter digestion time. Typically, 50 mg of 0.5Cu-TiNT or 

xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples were digested with 10 mL of a freshly prepared mixture of concentrated 

HNO3–H2O2-HF (8.5:1:0.5, v/v). Digestion conditions for the microwave system were applied for 

2 hours at 300 W. After cooling; the resulting solutions were diluted 5 times up to 10 mL in 

volumetric flasks with ultra-high pure water (18 MΩ). 

Textural properties of the different photocatalysts were obtained on a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 

analyzer using N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K. Specific surface areas were obtained 

using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method considering the adsorption data branch in the 

relative P/P0 pressure range varying between 0.05 and 0.25. The Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) 

model was applied for the determination of pore size distributions. 

The photocatalysts were structurally characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. XRD 

data were collected on an automatic diffractometer (Philips Panalytical X’Pert ProMPD) using a 

Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 1.54184 Å). Crystallite sizes were retrieved using the 

Scherrer equation: 

L = Kλ/βcosθ 

Where L is the crystallite size, λ the wavelength of X-ray radiation, β the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM), and K the shape factor (taken as 1 in the present case). 
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Raman analysis was carried out on a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM-HR equipment. Experiments 

were made at 20°C in the 100-2500 cm−1 wavenumber range. The spectral resolution was 4 cm-1. 

Excitation was performed using a 514 nm Ar-Kr RM2018 laser while spectra were recorded using 

a CCD detector cooled at −75°C. The laser power was fixed at 1 mW at the surface of the samples 

to avoid radiation damage. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed on a JEOL 2010 (200 kV) microscope 

to reveal the morphology of the different samples. The TEM analysis specimens were first 

dispersed in ethanol before dropwise addition and drying onto a holey carbon film supported on a 

Cu grid (300 mesh).  

UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (UV-vis DRS) measurements were performed using an 

AvaSpec-2048 Fiber Optic instrument with asymmetrical Czerny-Turner design. Spectra were 

recorded from 250 to 800 nm using a 2048 pixel CCD detector array. Bandgap energy values were 

evaluated using the Kubelka–Munk method. F(R)hν1/2 versus hν plots were built with F(R) = (1 − 

R)/2R, assuming an indirect bandgap transition. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies were carried out using a Thermo Scientific 

ESCALAB 250Xi equipped with a dual Al/Mg anode and a hemi-spherical analyzer operating at 

fixed pass energy of 50 eV. A 150 W monochromatic source (Al Kα = 1486.6 eV) was used to 

excite the samples. The samples were pressed on a double sided carbon tape attached to the sample 

holder and placed into the XPS instrument. Binding energies were obtained with a precision of 1.0 

eV. Curve fitting was done using mixed Gaussian and Lorentzian functions for line shaping after 

treatment of the background using Thermo Avantage software, version 5.51.  

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a useful technique for studying mobile charge 

dynamics in interfacial domains. As a function of frequency, the real (Z') and imaginary (Z") 

elements of the complex electrical impedance (Z*) were measured using a Palmsens4 equipment. 

The experiments were carried out with a 25 mVRMS sinusoidal signal over a frequency range of 

1Hz to 1MHz. 

 

 

2.3 Photocatalytic Experiments 
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Photocatalytic tests were performed using an aqueous solution (30 cm3) containing different 

concentrations of formic acid as the reactant molecule to be degraded. Formic acid was used as a 

representative common intermediate observed during the degradation of many organic compounds 

comprising carboxylic functions. The reaction was carried out in a Pyrex photoreactor (100 cm3) 

(optical window area: 12.5 cm2). The concentration of photocatalyst was set at 1.0 g.L−1 for all the 

samples studied. The pH of the different solutions was close to 3.0 ± 0.5 depending on the formic 

acid concentration used. A PL-L (18 W) lamp was used for UV irradiation. An optical 0.52 

Corning filter was employed to cut-off wavelength below 340 nm. A radiant flux of 5 mW.min-1 

was fixed for all experiments. Before UV irradiation, the suspensions were stirred at a given formic 

acid concentration in the dark for 30 min to reach adsorption equilibrium conditions. The formic 

acid concentration of the solution after equilibration was then measured and used as the initial 

concentration (C0). Formic acid samples were taken for analysis at different intervals (C) from the 

photoreactor while the photocatalyst was separated from the liquid phase by filtration. Withdrawn 

samples were then analyzed with a Varian ProStar High-Performance Liquid Chromatograph 

(HPLC) equipped with a Coregel-87H3 column (300 mm×7.8 mm). A H2SO4 (5.10−3 mol.L-1) 

mobile phase was used at a flow rate of 0.7 mL.min−1. Experiments were triplicated for all samples. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 ICP elemental analysis 

 

The results of elemental ICP analysis of copper and strontium onto 0.5Cu-TiNT and xSr- 0.5Cu-

TiNT nanomaterials are collected in Table 1. The copper loading is close to the theoretical one 

(0.5 wt%) and attained an average value of 0.48 ± 0.02 wt%. Similarly, the average strontium 

impregnation loading is close to the expected ones except for the 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT with a Sr 

loading 15% higher experimentally. Hence, the Sr average experimental values onto 0.5Cu-TiNT 

material agrees with targeted theoretical ones.  

 

3.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

 

Figure 1A illustrates the X-ray diffraction patterns of Sr-doped xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT materials (with x  

wt% = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) as well as of the strontium-free 0.5Cu-TiNT and copper-free 
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TiNT as references. Both 0.5Cu-TiNT and xSr-0.5CuTiNT samples present characteristic XRD 

peaks corresponding to the anatase phase at 2θ values of 25.4°, 38.1°, 48.3°, 54.0°, 55.1°, and 

62.8° ascribed to the (101), (004), (200), (105), (211) and (204) reflections [9]. The comparison 

between 0.5Cu-TiNT and TiNT (Fig.1B) does not show any shift of the (101) reflection of anatase 

confirming previous observations about the absence of distortion of bulk TiO2 induced by copper 

addition [49, 50]. Moreover, the addition of strontium does not lead to the appearance of new XRD 

peaks like those expected for SrO. In addition, Sr doping does not induce any shift of the main 

(101) diffraction peak of the anatase phase, indicating the absence of distortion in the TiO2 lattice. 

Strontium, therefore, cannot enter into the lattice of bulk TiO2. This can be attributed to the 

differences in radius and charges between Sr2+ (1.18 Å) and Ti4+ (0.68 Å). In the present case, the 

presence of strontium oxide (SrO) or strontium titanate (SrTiO3) is highly probable even if their 

corresponding contributions in the XRD patterns of the doped samples cannot be detected. This 

can be explained by the low strontium content, which is insufficient for XRD detection, or to the 

fact that strontium is highly dispersed onto the TiO2 nanotubes. Further characterizations are in 

progress using synchrotron XRD techniques to deeply determine the structure of Sr-doped TiO2 

entities onto the surface of the xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT materials. Similarly, previous studies have shown 

that doping TiO2 with large ionic radius elements like lanthanides (La, Ce, Eu) impacts the anatase 

crystallite size by generating surface defects like oxygen vacancies [17, 45, 51-57]. Therefore, in 

the present case, crystallite sizes were determined using the Scherrer equation [58] applied to the 

(101) plane of the anatase phase. Values for crystallite sizes of the different samples are 

summarized in Table 2. Anatase crystallite sizes are similar for all the Sr-doped 0.5Cu-TiNT 

nanomaterials with values around 12.6 ± 0.4 nm showing the absence of crystallite size variation 

compared to the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT reference (12.6 nm). This could result from the excellent 

stabilized structural properties of the starting 0.5 Cu-TiNT material, as shown previously [48].  

 

3.3 Textural Properties  

 

The textural properties of the Sr-doped 0.5Cu-TiNT materials were determined using N2 

adsorption-desorption measurement (Figure 2). All solids present type IV isotherm profiles with 

H3 hysteresis loops at P/P0 ∼ 0.7. Such isotherms are characteristic of non-rigid aggregates of 

particles giving rise to slit-shaped pores [9, 59]. Table 2 reports the textural properties (BET 
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specific surface areas, pore diameters, porous volumes, and heat of N2 adsorption) of the different 

xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT materials. Results show that the specific surface area decreases with increasing 

Sr loading going from 102 m2/g for 0.5Cu-TiNT to about 70-80 m2/g for the samples containing 

high Sr loading (0.6-1.0 wt%). However, pore diameter values, as well as pore volumes, only 

slightly decrease with increasing Sr loading suggesting that intergranular porosity between 

aggregates of bunched TiO2 nanotubes induced by Van der Waals interactions is mainly observed 

here. Therefore, variations do not result from any change in the nanotubular morphology of these 

TiO2-based materials [60, 61]. Finally, the evolution of N2 adsorption heat values evolution does 

not show any significant variation for the Sr-containing samples compared to the Sr-free reference 

up to a Sr loading of 0.8 wt% Sr. At the highest Sr loading (1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT), a higher heat of 

N2 adsorption was found (3.47 kJ.mol-1), suggesting a modification in the surface interaction with 

the adsorbate, which may reflect the appearance of separate SrO species. 

 

3.4 Raman Spectroscopy   

 

Raman spectra of the xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT nanomaterials are shown in Figure 3A. Comparison is 

provided to the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT reference. The Raman signature clearly shows the presence of 

the TiO2 anatase phase characterized by an intense contribution at 143 cm-1 due to the E1g vibration 

mode. At the same time, other anatase bands are also observed at 159 (Eg), 394 (B1g), 514 (B1g/A1g), 

and 638 cm-1 (Eg). Once again and in agreement with previous XRD observations, no new vibration 

bands corresponding to additional phases due to strontium or copper addition can be detected even 

at the highest Sr loading suggesting a very high degree of dispersion of these elements. Moreover, 

the position of the main E1g mode of anatase (figure 3B) at 142.3 cm-1 on the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT 

sample shifts to a higher wavenumber of 143.9 cm-1 after the addition of 0.2 wt% Sr. This blue 

shift has been attributed previously [17, 57] to the appearance of surface oxygen vacancies, which 

are directly related to the incorporation of Sr species at the TiO2 surface. However, as soon as a Sr 

loading of 0.4 wt% is reached, the shift reverses to lower values. This redshift leads to maxima for 

the main E1g mode of anatase at 143.4, 142.5 and 141.9 cm-1 for 0.4Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT, 0.6Sr-0.5Cu-

TiNT and 0.8Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT respectively. This effect was previously assigned to the distortion of 

the anatase crystalline lattice [62], to a non-uniform distribution of particle sizes [63], or to the 

appearance of a new phase on the surface of the semiconductor [64]. However, distortion of the 
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TiO2 anatase crystalline lattice has been ruled out here using XRD. Moreover, a non-uniform 

distribution of such low loading of strontium onto a high surface area TiO2 nanotube is quite 

improbable. Therefore, this redshift can be assigned to the appearance of other phases like SrTiO3 

or SrO. The fact that already at a low loading of 0.2 wt% in Sr, this element induces the creation 

of surface oxygen vacancies suggests a strong initial interaction of strontium with TiO2. This may 

favor the in-situ formation of SrTiO3 domains on the surface of the TiO2 nanotubes.  

Finally, at 1.0 wt% Sr, the shift moves back to higher wavenumbers with a value going back to 

142.5 cm-1 suggesting the appearance of a separate strontium phase like SrO. This would mean 

that the maximum proportion of in situ formed SrTiO3 was achieved at 0.8 wt% Sr.  

 

3.5 UV-vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy 

 

Figure 4 reports the UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra acquired on the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT and on 

the different xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples (with x in wt% = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0). UV-vis DR 

profiles present a dominant, strong absorption band in the UV region up to 350 nm due to O2-(2p) 

→ Ti4+(3d) charge transfer processes [65]. Moreover, whatever the Sr loading, similar onset values 

are found, showing that the addition of strontium to the Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes does not lead 

to the incorporation of strontium inside the TiO2 matrix in agreement with XRD results. To 

confirm such an assumption, the determination of the bandgap energy (Eg) values using the 

Kubelka-Munk method was performed considering an indirect bandgap transition as expected for 

anatase [66]. The resulting Tauc plots are provided in Figure S1, supplementary information, while 

the determined Eg values are given in Table 2. The addition of strontium does not significantly 

shift the bandgap with Eg values between 3.41 and 3.45 eV. It should be noted that this absence 

of Eg shift can be expected if SrTiO3 is formed at the surface of TiO2 nanotubes since SrTiO3 and 

TiO2 are known to present similar bandgap values [34, 35, 67]. However, a more detailed analysis 

also shows the appearance of a new absorbance contribution around 400-450 nm on the xSr-0.5Cu-

TiNT samples compared to TiO2 alone. Moreover, the absorbance intensity of this new 

contribution does not depend on the Sr loading showing that this feature depends mainly on the 

addition of copper. Two contributions due to copper can be expected in the visible region: one 

around 420 nm and another one around 800 nm. The first contribution around 420 nm is generally 

ascribed either to Cu+ 3D clusters in CuO matrix [68-70] or directly to Cu2O species [65, 71, 72]. 
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The second contribution around 800 nm can be attributed to the d-d transition (2Eg → 2T2g) of 

octahedral Cu2+ species [73, 74].  

 

3.6 SEM-EDX Analysis 

 

FESEM images were also acquired on the Sr-free and Sr-containing Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes in 

order to visualize the surface morphology of the photocatalytic materials obtained in this study. 

Figure 5 shows the FESEM images of the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT (Figures 5a and d) and of the 0.6Sr-

0.5Cu-TiNT (Figures 5b and e) and of the 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT (Figures 5c and f) samples. FESEM 

images reveal that whatever the Sr loading, similar morphologies were obtained formed of rough 

aggregates with intergranular porosity. This result confirms an absence of any effect of strontium 

on the aggregation degree of the photocatalytic material.  

Additionally, the elemental composition and surface distribution of the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT, 0.6Sr-

0.5Cu-TiNT, and 1.0 Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples were determined through EDX analysis (Figure S2) 

with corresponding Z-elemental mappings (Figure S3). EDX analysis (Figure S2) confirmed the 

presence of Cu, Ti, and O elements on the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT while Sr was easily detected on 

0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT. Elemental mapping, particularly for Cu and Sr, shows that their surface 

distribution on the photocatalytic samples is quite homogeneous, confirming a quite good 

dispersion of these elements on the surface of the photocatalysts in agreement with XRD analysis.  

 

3.7 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

 

xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples (with x in wt% = 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0) were also analyzed by X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy in comparison to the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT reference (Figure 6).  

XPS survey scans (Figure 6A) confirm the presence of signals corresponding to Cu, Ti, O for all 

samples while the Sr 3d signal at around 135 eV was detected mainly on the 0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT 

and 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples.  

Ti 2p XPS signals were further analyzed, as shown in Figure 6B. Ti 2p core-level spectra gives 

rise to two Ti 2p1/2 and Ti 2p3/2 doublets at binding energies around 464.5 eV and 458.7 eV 

respectively. The Ti 2p3/2 signal was further studied by decomposing its signal into two 

contributions at binding energies of 458.8 eV and 456.7 eV, respectively, for 0.5Cu-TiNT. These 
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contributions can be attributed to Ti4+ and Ti3+ species, respectively [65, 75, 76]. Similar 

decompositions into Ti4+ and Ti3+ components can be found for the xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples. 

Respective binding energy values and proportions of Ti4+ and Ti3+ species are reported in Table 3.  

The addition of strontium as soon as 0.2 wt% leads to a strong decline of the proportion of Ti3+ 

species from 23.8% for the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT to 10.1% for 0.2Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT. This is 

accompanied by a significant shift of binding energy to lower values. Indeed, the addition of 1.0 

wt% Sr leads to a decrease by 0.5 eV of the Ti4+ binding energy contribution from 458.8 to 458.3 

eV. This shift to lower binding energy values and the decrease in Ti3+ species suggest that surface 

oxygen vacancies related to the presence of Ti3+ moieties are rapidly consumed during the addition 

of strontium, leading to Ti-O-Sr entities and weakening the Ti-O bond strength correspondingly. 

High-resolution O 1s XPS core-level spectra were also acquired for the same series of Sr-

containing 0.5Cu-TiNT samples and were compared to the Sr-free 0.5 Cu-TiNT reference (Figure 

6C and Table 3). O 1s XPS spectrum for 0.5Cu-TiNT presents two contributions at 530.0 eV and 

530.6 eV corresponding respectively to lattice oxygen O2- (Oα) species and to adsorbed oxygen 

(Oβ) such as defect-oxide O2
- or hydroxyl-like OH- groups [77]. In this respect, in the case of 

0.5Cu-TiNT without strontium, the Oα signal shifts to higher energy values compared to the value 

usually expected (529.5 eV) [78]. This shift is mainly attributed to the formation of oxygen 

vacancies confirming the formation of these species in higher proportion on 0.5Cu-TiNT. Addition 

of strontium leads to a shift of the Oα signal to lower binding energy values by about 0.5 eV in the 

case of 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT, confirming that surface oxygen vacancy associated with Ti3+ species 

are rapidly consumed when strontium is added. This is accompanied by a fast decrease of the 

proportion of Oβ species, implying that hydroxyl-like groups were probably consumed here to 

form Ti-O-Sr entities.  

High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra were also recorded at the Cu 2p core level (Figure 

6D). Cu2+ species generally present a main Cu 2p3/2 signal at a binding energy value  1.3 ± 0.2 eV 

higher than metallic Cu or Cu+ species [79, 80]. It should be noted that the Cu 2p3/2 mainline does 

not present a sufficient binding energy shift to differentiate Cu+ from Cu0 species. Moreover, the 

Cu LMM Auger peak tends to overlap with the Ti 2s XPS peak making the Auger signal useless 

for distinguishing between Cu+ and Cu0. However, Cu2+ species present significant satellite peaks 

on the high binding energy side of the main Cu 2p3/2 peak with two shake-up signals at 6 and 8 eV 
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above the Cu 2p principal line. These shake-up satellite peaks are not observed in our case showing 

that copper oxidation degree was +I (or 0).  

Moreover, the main Cu 2p3/2 peak tends to shift to higher binding energy when strontium is added 

from 932.1 to 932.2, 932.4, and 932.6 eV when going respectively from 0.5Cu-TiNT to 0.2Sr-

0.5Cu-TiNT, 0.6 Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT and finally 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT. This shift suggests some 

electronic perturbation of copper species related to the Sr addition. Additionally, the intensity of 

the Cu 2p3/2 mainline slightly decreases for the 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT sample suggesting some surface 

covering of copper species by strontium at high Sr loading, which might be associated to the 

formation of SrO entities in plus of Sr-O-Ti species at this high strontium loading.  

High-resolution Sr 3d core level region only presents low resolved XPS signals (Figure S4) for 

which the two Sr 3d3/2 and Sr 3d5/2 doublets are not deconvoluted. For the 0.2 Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT 

sample, the Sr 3d signal is hardly detectable while the Sr 3d intensity increases strongly up to 

0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT. The intensity only marginally further increases for 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT, 

showing that maximum surface dispersion of strontium on the Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes is 

achieved between 0.6 and 1.0 wt% Sr loading. Even if not resolved into two doublets, the optimum 

of the Sr 3d signal is observed at 134.5 eV for 0.6 Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT, which corresponds to the 

average value between Sr 3d3/2 and Sr 3d5/2 signals expected for Sr2+ species in SrTiO3 [81, 82]. 

Moreover, the onset of the Sr 3d signal on the high binding energy side for 1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT 

sample shifts from about 137.0 to 138.5 eV, suggesting the possible appearance of a second 

contribution due to Sr oxide in agreement with the study made by Bourlier et al. [83] about the 

appearance of SrO contribution on SrVO3 films.  

The XPS analysis, therefore, reveals a net modification of the Ti, O, and Sr species with increasing 

addition of Sr onto Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes. Surface oxygen vacancies associated to Ti3+ species 

tend to be progressively consumed, leading to the formation of SrTiO3 entities, while for high Sr 

loading (1.0 wt%), additional formation of strontium oxide entities can be noticed.  

 

3.8 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were also acquired for the same series of xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT 

samples with x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.0 (Figure 7). Results were recorded using an excitation source 

centered at 330 nm while spectra are herein presented in the 350-700 nm wavelength range. 
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Several emission processes can be noticed on the PL curves. The main emission peaks can be 

divided into four groups: 1) around 380 nm, this UV emission contribution results from phonon-

assisted indirect transition from the edge (Χ) to the center (Γ) of the Brillouin zone [45, 84], 2) the 

contribution around 490 nm related to charge transfer processes from Ti3+ species to TiO6
2- 

octahedra [85], 3) one more important peak detected at 440 nm and attributed to bulk 

recombination between self-trapped electrons and holes [86, 87], and finally 4) emission peaks at 

around 465 and 550 nm due to recombination of photoelectrons but this time with surface oxygen 

defects [87]. The analysis of PL results shows that whatever the Sr loading, the photoluminescence 

profiles present similar contributions whose relative proportions remain unchanged when 

increasing the Sr content. However, one should note for the 0.4Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT sample, a slightly 

higher intensity for the 440 nm contribution but a lower one for the 550 nm emission peak. This 

evolution remains, however, marginal. The main effect observed is a decrease in the PL profiles  

intensity above a 0.4 wt% Sr loading with similar intensities for 0.8Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT and 1.0Sr-

0.5Cu-TiNT. However, this decrease in intensity is not accompanied by a modulation of the 

proportion of each emission peak. This suggests that increasing the Sr loading above 0.4 wt% leads 

to a general loss of photoluminescence and, therefore, a lower tendency for recombination inside 

the TiO2 bulk lattice or with surface oxygen vacancies. One should then conclude that increasing 

the Sr content leads to a lower propensity for recombination but independently of any structural 

modification of the intrinsic optical properties of the TiO2-based materials.  

 

3.9 Photocatalytic tests   

 

In order to obtain further information on the influence of adding strontium to Cu-doped TiO2 

nanotubes on their respective photocatalytic properties, formic acid photodegradation tests were 

performed under UV-A irradiation. TiNT, 0.5Cu-TiNT and the series of xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples 

(x in wt% = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0) were investigated. Formic acid (FA) was chosen as a 

representative example of many organic molecules acting as pollutants and containing carboxylic 

functions since FA is the last intermediate before complete mineralization into CO2. The evolution 

of FA concentration in the function of the reaction time for the different samples is reported in 

Figure 8, while initial degradation rates are compiled in Table 4.  
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Results clearly underlined that the strontium addition strongly enhanced the photocatalytic 

response of the Cu-doped TiO2 nanotube systems. First of all, one should note that adding 0.5 wt% 

Cu to the TiO2 nanotubes leads to a significant improvement of the photodegradation rate by 40% 

compared to the TiO2 nanotubes alone. Previous experimental observations [48] made by 

combining PL, Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies clearly underlined that the 

heterojunction found between TiO2 and Cu2O in the present case results in a net transfer of 

photogenerated electrons from TiO2 to Cu2O under UV irradiation. This fact combined with the 

respective expected band structure energy levels for these two semiconductors [88] militates for 

the formation of an S-scheme heterojunction in which electrons generated on TiO2 recombined 

with the holes from the VB of Cu2O leaving powerful photogenerated electrons and holes 

respectively in Cu2O and TiO2 [89] and explaining the high gain in photoactivity observed here. 

This improvement is even more remarkable if the comparison is made with the P25 reference. 

Adding strontium leads to a progressive enhancement of the photocatalytic response with almost 

a linear improvement up to a strontium loading of 0.8 wt% as shown in Figure 9. The activity 

observed at the optimum for 0.8Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT is 40% higher than for 0.5Cu-TiNT and 91% 

higher than for TiO2 nanotubes alone. When compared to P25, the activity enhancement reaches 

151%. 

Interestingly, when the Sr loading was further increased to 1.0 wt% Sr, the activity decreased 

markedly with an initial degradation rate of about 42 µmol.L-1.min-1 similar to what was observed 

for the TiO2 nanotubes alone showing a complete loss of the beneficial effect from both Cu and 

Sr. This beneficial enhancement of the photooxidation ability of Sr-Cu containing TiO2 nanotubes 

up to a Sr loading of 0.8 wt% correlates well with preceding characterization results which show 

an optimum in the formation of Sr-O-Ti entities on the TiO2 nanotube surface at a Sr content of 

0.8 wt%, optimum associated with a general decrease in the intensity of the PL spectra above 0.6 

wt% Sr. Therefore, results emphasize well that the formation of SrTiO3 species on the TiO2 

nanotube surface up to a Sr loading of 0.8 wt% is the main cause for achieving a beneficial effect 

on the photocatalytic response. Similarly, increasing further the Sr loading to 1.0 wt% revealed a 

change in the nature of the Sr species formed with the appearance of SrO species partially covering 

the copper nanoparticles and canceling any beneficial effect from both SrTiO3 or copper. One 

should now determine the causes behind the photocatalytic enhancement observed when adding 

strontium through the formation of Sr-O-Ti entities. Preceding results acquired by Raman, XPS, 
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and PL spectroscopies all confirm the role played here by the in-situ formation of Sr-O-Ti or 

SrTiO3 domains on the TiO2 surface. Interestingly, PL results showed only a general decrease in 

PL intensity without any modification of the relative contributions responsible for 

photoluminescence. This suggests that the role of strontium is not related to a change in the relative 

contributions of electron-hole pair phenomena inside the bulk versus the capture of photoelectrons 

by surface oxygen vacancies, contrary to what was observed in our previous studies [17, 45, 46]. 

Another possibility would be related to a ferroelectric contribution coming from the in-situ 

formation of SrTiO3 entities on the TiO2 surface and allowing a better separation of photogenerated 

charges through their stabilization at the semiconductor surface, making them more available for 

the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) able to degrade the formic acid molecules.  

The role of ferroelectricity in (Ba,Sr)TiO3 systems adjacent to TiO2 or other semiconductors was 

already envisaged by several authors [31-33]. Moreover, even if bulk SrTiO3 is generally 

paraelectric, lattice distortion resulting for instance from the in-situ generation of SrTiO3 domains 

at the surface of another oxide semiconductor can generate ferroelectric properties. Indeed, recent 

results have reconsidered SrTiO3 as a metastable paraelectric compound for which mechanical, 

electric or optical perturbations can change its paraelectric state to a ferroelectric one [39, 41, 90]. 

 

3.10 Dielectric properties 

 

In order to further analyze a possible role of ferroelectricity in the beneficial enhancement 

observed through the in-situ formation of Sr-O-Ti entities, the determination of dielectric 

properties was performed in this section using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

considering a low Sr-containing sample (0.2Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT) and the 0.8 Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT sample 

for which the optimum in photocatalytic degradation was observed. On the opposite, the 0.2Sr-

0.5Cu-TiNT sample presents an activity only about 10% higher than the 0.5Cu-TiNT reference, 

while previous characterization results showed that the of Sr-O-Ti species was limited in this case.  

An impedance analyzer (PalmSens) was used to perform frequency-dependent impedance 

measurements for the two different samples (0.2Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT and 0.8Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT) pelletized 

with a 13 mm diameter and a 2 mm thickness. Samples were then placed between two glasses 

coated with conductive FTO electrodes. The complex impedance measurements were carried out 

at room temperature by scanning the frequency from 0.1Hz to 1MHz with a voltage of 0.5 V. In 
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Figure 10, the electrical response of the material was represented using a Nyquist diagram (spectra 

of the real part and the imaginary part of the complex impedance, 𝑍𝑍∗ (𝑍𝑍∗ = 𝑍𝑍′ + 𝑗𝑗𝑍𝑍" ; 𝑗𝑗2 = −1), 

as a function of the exciting frequency). Scattered experimental points are arranged in an 

approximately circular arc. This response can be associated with an electric dipole formed by 

resistance in parallel with a capacitor. However, since the scattered points do not form exactly half 

circles, a model combing only resistance with a capacitor element is insufficient to describe EIS 

results accurately. Hence, a Constant Phase Element (CPE) in parallel with a resistance R is usually 

regarded as a better representation of the circuit-fitting parameters [91]. The equivalent electrical 

circuit of the samples is shown in the inset of Figure 10. The red line represents the best fit. 

The total impedance of the circuit is given by: 

 𝑍𝑍∗ = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑍𝑍∗ + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑍𝑍∗ = 𝑍𝑍′ + 𝑗𝑗𝑍𝑍′′ = (
1
𝑅𝑅

+
1

𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶∗ )        

where the impedance of the CPE is defined via [92]: 

 𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶∗ =
1

𝐴𝐴0(𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗)𝑛𝑛         

where 𝑗𝑗 is the angular frequency (𝑗𝑗 = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋), 𝐴𝐴0 is a constant independent of frequency [93], and 

0 < 𝑛𝑛 < 1 is a dimensionless parameter determining the degree of deviation from an exact 

semicircle [94]. When n = 1, Eq. (2) yields the impedance of a capacitor, where 𝐴𝐴0 = 𝐶𝐶. The 

resistance 𝑅𝑅 is the intercept of the impedance curve with 𝑍𝑍′ Axis. The experimental semicircles 

have been fitted by the ORIGINLAB software based on the following relationships. 

 

 
𝑍𝑍′ =

𝑅𝑅 �1 + 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴0𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝑛𝑛𝜋𝜋2 ��

1 + 2𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴0𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝑛𝑛𝜋𝜋2 � + (𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴0𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛)2
 

 

 
𝑍𝑍′′ =

𝑅𝑅2𝐴𝐴0𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 �𝑛𝑛𝜋𝜋2 �

1 + 2𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴0𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝑛𝑛𝜋𝜋2 � + (𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴0𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛)2
 

 

Figure 10 shows that the same types of curves were obtained. The maximum imaginary impedance 

spectra Z″ is shifted to high frequency, with increasing the percentage of Sr. It shows that 

increasing the Sr loading induces a decreasing of the capacitance C and an increase of the time 

constant τ and on the resistance R. The extracted parameters from the fit for the circuit elements 
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are collected in Table 5. For each loop, a time constant τ (lifetime at the depletion layer of the 

semiconductor) equal to the product of the resistance and the capacitance associated with that loop 

is defined. 

Going from 0.2Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT to 0.8Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT leads to an increase of the resistance from 

350 KΩ to 948 KΩ while the electron lifetime increases from 199.9 μs to 355.3 μs. On the opposite, 

the capacitance tends to decrease from 571.3 pF to 374.8 pF. Since the probability for an electron 

to recombine with a hole is generally considered to increase with the decrease of τ, i.e. the time 

the electron spends in the depletion layer at the semiconductor surface, this would normally mean 

that the recombination of electron-hole pairs would be enhanced when the percentage of Sr is 

increased. However, the assumption that increasing the time spent by an electron in the depletion 

layer would increase the probability for this electron to recombine with a hole is in contradiction 

with the previous photocatalytic results showing an enhanced photocatalytic response at the Sr 

loading of 0.8 wt%. Another way to define the τ parameter would be to consider it as the time 

required to charge or discharge the capacitor within a certain percentage of its full supply since the 

energy charging (storage) and discharging (release) of a capacitor is never instantaneous. This 

means that the τ parameter also reflects the time that photogenerated charges remain available at 

the semiconductor interface for generating reactive oxygen species able to degrade formic acid. 

The fact that photogenerated charges can remain 75% longer at the semiconductor interface 

without inducing higher recombination between holes and electrons confirms a better availability 

of these excitons for reacting directly or indirectly (through ROS formation) with formic acid. This 

better availability also results from a higher stabilization of these photogenerated charges directly 

related to the formation of Sr-O-Ti entities inducing a net polarization of the semiconductor 

surface. In this respect, ferroelectric domains induced by these in situ formed Sr-O-Ti entities 

would then play a beneficial role in stabilizing photogenerated charges on the oxide semiconductor 

surface while limiting their potential recombination.  

 

4. Conclusion 

 

In the present study, the addition of low amounts of strontium to Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes was 

herein studied in order to determine its potential role in enhancing the photooxidation ability of 

titanium oxide semiconductors with optimized 1D morphology. Characterization techniques, 
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mainly Raman, X-ray photoelectron, and photoluminescence spectroscopies, clearly evidenced the 

in situ formation of SrTiO3 domains on the surface of the Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes. Optimized 

formation in SrTiO3 was found to be reached at a strontium loading of 0.8 wt% in Sr while further 

increase in Sr content to 1.0 wt% leads to the extra formation of SrO species partially covering the 

Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes. Correlation with photocatalytic evaluation in the degradation of formic 

acid shows that the formation in SrTiO3 domains on the surface of Cu-doped TiO2 nanotubes leads 

to enhanced photocatalytic performance with an optimum corresponding to the highest degree of 

formation in strontium titanate on the surface. Finally, the determination of dielectric properties 

strongly emphasizes that an optimum formation in SrTiO3 helps to stabilize photogenerated 

charges at the semiconductor surface through in situ polarization effects probably induced by the 

ferroelectric properties of the adjacent SrTiO3 surface domains. Further work is in progress in 

order to better deeply analyze the ferroelectric role of strontium in enhancing the photocatalytic 

properties of adjacent semiconductors.  
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Figure Captions 

 

Fig. 1. (A) XRD patterns of the xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT nanomaterials. Comparison to the copper-

free TiNT (A), the strontium-free 0.5Cu-TiNT (B); xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT: C: 0.2 wt% Sr, D: 

0.4 wt% Sr, E: 0.6 wt% Sr, F: 0.8 wt% Sr and G: 1.0 wt% Sr. (B) Zoom in the region of 

(101) anatase reflection showing the absence of shift effects with the addition of strontium. 

 

Fig. 2. N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of the xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT nanomaterials. 

Comparison to the strontium-free 0.5Cu-TiNT. A: 0 wt% Sr, B: 0.2 wt % Sr, C: 0.4 wt% 

Sr, D: 0.6 wt% Sr, E: 0.8 wt% Sr and F: 1.0 wt% Sr. 

 

Fig. 3. (A) Raman spectra of the xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT materials. Comparison to the strontium-

free 0.5Cu-TiNT. A: 0 wt% Sr, B: 0.2 wt% Sr, C: 0.4 wt% Sr, D: 0.6 wt % Sr, E: 0.8 wt% 

Sr and F: 1.0 wt% Sr. (B) Zoom in the region of the E1g active mode of anatase showing 

the presence of shift effects with the addition of strontium. 

 

Fig. 4. UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectra of the xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT materials. Comparison 

to the strontium-free 0.5Cu-TiNT. A: 0 wt% Sr, B: 0.2 wt% Sr, C: 0.4 wt% Sr, D: 0.6 wt% 

Sr, E: 0.8 wt% Sr and F: 1.0 wt% Sr. 

 

Fig. 5. SEM analysis of Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT (a and d), 0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT (b and e), and 

1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT (c and f). 

 

Fig. 6. A) XPS survey of the Sr-containing 0.2Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT, 0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT and 

1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples with comparison to the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT reference, B) 

examples of Ti 2p3/2 core-level spectra of the 0.5Cu-TiNT and 0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples 

with fitting decomposition results into two contributions: Ti4+ (red) and Ti3+ (blue), C) 

examples of O 1 s core-level spectra of the 0.5Cu-TiNT and 0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples 

with fitting decomposition results into two contributions: Oα (red) and Oβ (blue), and D) 

Cu 2p core-level spectra of the Sr-containing 0.2Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT, 0.6Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT and 

1.0Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT samples with comparison to the Sr-free 0.5Cu-TiNT reference. (For 
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interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 

 

Fig. 7. Photoluminescence spectra of the series of xSr-0.5Cu-TiNT materials (with x in 

wt% Sr = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.0). 

 

Fig. 8. Photodegradation of FA in function of reaction time for the series of xSr-0.5Cu-

TiNT materials (with × in wt% Sr = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.0). Comparison to the Sr-free 0.5Cu-

TiNT, TiNT and P25 as reference. 

 

Fig. 9. Linear correlation between the initial rate of degradation of formic acid and the 

strontium amount added to the 0.5Cu-TiNT photocatalytic system. 

 

Fig. 10. Nyquist diagrams acquired for the two low and high Sr-containing Cu-doped TiNT 

samples (0.2Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT and 0.8Sr-0.5Cu-TiNT) with corresponding fitting 

simulations and representation of the equivalent electric circuit. 
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